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Abstract

Input data preprocessing is a common bottleneck in machine learning (ML) jobs, that can significantly increase training time and cost as expensive GPUs or TPUs idle waiting for input data. Previous work has shown that offloading data preprocessing to remote CPU servers successfully alleviates data stalls and improves training time. However, remote CPU workers in disaggregated data processing systems comprise a significant fraction of total training costs. Meanwhile, current disaggregated solutions often underutilize CPU and DRAM resources available on ML accelerator nodes. We propose two approaches to alleviate ML input data stalls while minimizing costs. First, we dynamically schedule data preprocessing workers on ML accelerator host resources to minimize the number of remote CPU workers needed to achieve peak data ingestion bandwidth. Second, we analyze the characteristics of input pipelines and automatically reorder transformations to increase data preprocessing worker throughput. We observe that relaxing commutativity increases throughput while maintaining high model accuracy for a variety of ML data pipelines. We build Pecan, an ML data preprocessing service that automates data preprocessing worker placement and transformation reordering decisions. Pecan reduces preprocessing costs by 87% on average and total training costs by up to 60% compared to state-of-the-art disaggregated data preprocessing and total training costs by 55% on average compared to collocated data preprocessing.

1 Introduction

Input data processing is essential for training machine learning (ML) models. Data transformations applied on-the-fly during training (e.g., shuffling, sampling, and randomly augmenting data) improve model generalization and accuracy [12]. Data preprocessing also impacts end-to-end training time and cost. As ML input data pipelines typically execute on CPUs to support user-defined transformations [54], preprocessing data fast enough to keep up with the high data ingestion bandwidth of ML hardware accelerators is challenging [70]. Avoiding input data stalls is critical as idling expensive GPUs or TPUs significantly increases training time and cost [5, 10, 22, 32, 47, 53, 58, 66].

Prior work proposes to eliminate data stalls during ML training by disaggregating and offloading data preprocessing to remote CPU servers [5, 22, 78]. In a disaggregated deployment, remote workers (i.e., commodity VMs with moderate CPU/DRAM allocations) preprocess data and send batches over the network to ML accelerator nodes i.e., training clients equipped with accelerators such as GPUs or TPUs). In contrast to a collocated deployment, where preprocessing runs on the local CPU and memory of ML accelerator hosts, disaggregation allows independent right-sizing of CPU and DRAM resources for data preprocessing. This flexibility alleviates bottlenecks, as each training job has unique resource requirements [5, 22, 53]. Figure 1 shows that offloading preprocessing to remote CPUs (e.g., with Cachew [22]) reduces training costs by up to 81% compared to collocated preprocessing on ML accelerator hosts. By scaling out data processing, Cachew eliminates data stalls and maximizes training throughput, re-
during the time that expensive accelerators are used. In production ML training jobs, this can improve end-to-end time by up to 99% [5].

However, Figure 1 shows that the remote CPU servers required to feed model training without stalls can comprise a significant portion of end-to-end training costs in fully disaggregated deployments (e.g., on TPUv2-8: 62% for ResNet, 51% for SimCLR; on TPUv3-8: 15% for ASRTransformer (ASRTrans), and 59% for ResNet). Furthermore, some models (e.g., RetinaNet on TPUv2-8) are not input-bound with collocated data processing and do not need remote workers at all to avoid data stalls. A key drawback of fully disaggregated preprocessing systems like Cachew [22] and Meta’s DPP [78] is that they do not leverage the available CPU and DRAM resources on ML accelerator nodes for data preprocessing. These resources remain idle and cannot easily be used by other datacenter workloads, as accelerator nodes are typically dedicated to ML workloads to avoid interference [5,36,70,72]. Underutilizing ML accelerator hosts is wasteful, particularly as these servers are typically equipped with many CPU cores and high DRAM capacity per accelerator. For example, Google Cloud TPU virtual machines (VMs) have 96 CPU cores and 335 GB of DRAM per 8-core accelerator [18]. Users must pay for all resources on accelerator VMs, regardless of their utilization. Furthermore, users pay extra for each remote CPU server used for disaggregated data preprocessing.

The main question we address in this work is: how can we alleviate ML input data stalls more cost-effectively? We have two main insights. First, we dynamically schedule data preprocessing workers across ML accelerator host resources, which minimizes the number of remote CPU servers needed to avoid data stalls. Second, in contrast to prior work that treats the input pipeline as a black box, we analyze the characteristics of data transformations in data pipelines and reorder transformations to maximize throughput. For example, we can increase throughput by placing transformations that reduce the volume of data early on in the pipeline while pushing transformations that increase the volume of data toward the end. While many transformations are not commutative, we observe that for a variety of pipelines that randomly augment data, relaxing commutativity does not impact model accuracy. The reordered input pipelines have higher throughput per CPU worker and hence require fewer remote workers to saturate accelerator ingestion bandwidth, which reduces cost.

Applying these insights to real input data pipelines is non-trivial. Finding the optimal fraction of data preprocessing workers to schedule locally vs. remotely is a complex optimization problem. It involves finding the right balance of three types of tasks that run on ML accelerator hosts: local data preprocessing, network processing (including deserialization and decompression) for data batches arriving from any remote workers, and data loading to ML accelerators. Optimizing preprocessing throughput via transformation reordering requires analyzing how each transformation affects a data element’s size, which can depend on the input element (e.g., some transformations apply relative resizing whereas others output fixed-size elements). Scheduling data workers and reordering transformations are both complex decisions, which are a burden for ML practitioners to optimize.

We propose Pecan, an ML data preprocessing service that leverages these insights to alleviate data stalls while minimizing training costs. Pecan’s AutoPlacement policy scales data preprocessing workers and places them across local and remote resources to minimize cost. The AutoOrder policy transparently reorders input pipeline transformations to maximize per-worker throughput. We show that the AutoPlacement and AutoOrder policies reduce total training costs by up to 60% compared to Cachew [22], a state-of-the-art disaggregated data preprocessing system and by 55% on average compared to collocated data preprocessing. Pecan’s policies do not compromise on training time or model accuracy.

2 ML Input Data Preprocessing

Online vs. offline preprocessing. ML data preprocessing consists of two stages: offline and online. Offline preprocessing executes in batch processing frameworks (e.g., Apache Spark [75], Beam [1]) and applies transformations that require a view of the whole dataset, such as normalizing data and identifying outliers [54]. The outputs of offline preprocessing are persisted to storage and serve as input for online preprocessing. Online (or “last-mile”) data preprocessing transforms data on-the-fly during training, with per-element transformations tailored for the ML model. Transformations include domain-specific operations, such as random image flipping, cropping, and rotation [2, 5, 40, 54, 59] as well as domain-agnostic operations, such as shuffling, batching, and casting. We focus on online preprocessing, as it is on the critical path of training, hence directly affecting training time and cost.

Frameworks for online preprocessing. Online preprocessing frameworks integrate directly with ML training platforms. For example, PyTorch DataLoader [60] preprocesses data on-the-fly for PyTorch training jobs, offering high parallelism via multi-processing. NVIDIA DALI integrates with both PyTorch and TensorFlow [56]. tf.data is TensorFlow’s native data loader [54], which we extend in our work as it is widely used and supports offloading online preprocessing to remote CPUs. tf.data’s Python API offers a library of transformations, which users compose and parametrize to define their input pipeline logic [19]. Internally, tf.data represents the input pipeline as a graph and optimizes the graph before execution by fusing and vectorizing operators. While executing the input pipeline, tf.data also autotunes its thread pool and memory buffer sizes to maximize throughput [54].

Disaggregated vs. collocated data preprocessing. Conventionally, ML frameworks collocate data preprocessing with training. However, as ML accelerator ingestion bandwidth continues to scale, data preprocessing can easily satu-
rate host CPU and DRAM on ML accelerator nodes and stall training. Some frameworks offer a disaggregated data preprocessing mode, which schedules preprocessing on remote CPU workers, enabling flexible scale-out per job. This approach is widely adopted in production at Meta and Google. Meta’s internal Data Preprocessing (DPP) system offloads preprocessing to remote nodes [52, 78]. Google’s tf.data service disaggregates tf.data workers from ML accelerator nodes and is available open source [5]. When deploying a disaggregated preprocessing service, practitioners can manually configure the number of remote workers, use hardware utilization-based autoscalers like Kubernetes Horizontal Pod Autoscaler [41] and AutoPilot [63], or scale workers based on application-specific metrics. Our work builds on Cachew [22], which autoscales remote tf.data service workers by monitoring and minimizing batch processing time in training jobs.

3 Cost Saving Opportunities & Challenges

We explore two opportunities for cost-efficient data preprocessing: scheduling data preprocessing on a combination of remote CPUs and local ML accelerator hosts (§3.1) and re-ordering data transformations to maximize throughput (§3.2).

3.1 Exploiting Local Resources

While scaling out data preprocessing to remote CPU workers mitigates data stalls [5], relying exclusively on remote servers leaves vast CPU and DRAM on accelerator hosts underutilized. For example, A100 GPUs in AWS EC2 have 12 CPU cores and 144 GB of DRAM per GPU [4]. In Google Cloud, 8-core TPUv2-8 accelerators come with 96 cores and 335 GB of DRAM [18]. When training ResNet50 using Cachew for remote preprocessing, we observe that host CPU utilization remains below 20% on a TPUv2-8 machine and remote servers contribute up to 62% of the overall training costs.

Hence, there is an opportunity to decrease costs by scheduling some data preprocessing on underutilized training node hosts, whose available CPU/DRAM resources are a sunk cost. tf.data service already provides a mechanism to instantiate a configurable number of local workers, which execute data preprocessing in the training client process on the ML accelerator node. Local workers can pass data to the model directly via method calls, unlike remote workers, which communicate with training clients over gRPC.

Tuning the number of local versus remote workers to optimize throughput and cost is challenging. Figure 2 shows the epoch time and cost (lower is better) when training a ResNet50 model on a TPUv2-8 VM with different combinations of remote and local tf.data service workers. Using only local workers does not eliminate input data stalls. The number of remote workers required to alleviate data stalls depends on the number of local workers used. Using multiple local workers is beneficial as a single local worker lacks the parallelism needed to utilize all 96 CPU cores on the TPU host, even with software parallelism autotuning. However, we cannot arbitrarily increase the number of local workers because they compete for CPU and memory resources that are needed for other tasks on ML accelerator hosts, such as checkpointing, logging, loading data on accelerators, and network processing (including deserializing and decompressing requests and data from remote workers [5]). Analytically deriving the optimal number of remote and local workers is impractical as it requires accurately modeling the interference between the tasks running on ML accelerator hosts. This is complex due to the numerous shared hardware resources (CPU, memory, storage, NICs, buses, accelerators) and the complexity of OS scheduling algorithms. This challenge is not specific to tf.data; we observe similar challenges with PyTorch DataLoader. However, we observe that adding and removing data workers on the fly is relatively lightweight, so we propose an AutoPlace-
ment policy based on runtime metrics (§5.1) that iteratively autoscales and places data workers across local and remote nodes to minimize epoch time and cost.

3.2 Transformation Reordering

ML practitioners develop data preprocessing logic with model accuracy and robustness in mind [12, 13, 40, 48]. They rely on the preprocessing framework to optimize throughput [54, 62]. Current frameworks like tf.data and Plumber [43] apply static and dynamic optimizations (e.g., operator fusion) to increase throughput without altering the semantics of the input pipeline. We propose to further optimize throughput by relaxing the constraint of semantic equivalence for pipelines that anyway add randomness to input data.

In particular, we study how the order of transformations impacts compute requirements and per-worker throughput. Consider the example pipeline in Figure 3a, which applies various data augmentations represented by nodes $T_A$ and $T_B$ (e.g., $T_A$ consists of cropping, flipping, rotating, and shearing) and two transformations that reduce the data volume: resizing elements to a fixed size and casting to float16. Executing the reordered pipeline in Figure 3b on the same n2-standard-8 Google Cloud VM increases throughput by 1.4×. By applying transformations that reduce data volume early on in the pipeline, downstream data augmentations compute on smaller elements and can output results at higher throughput.

Optimizing throughput with transformation reordering is non-trivial for users, as it requires reasoning about how transformations impact data volume, which may depend on input data characteristics. For example, transformations that resize an element to a fixed size may inflate or deflate data, depending on the input size. Another potential concern is the impact reordering could have on model training dynamics. We find that since a key role of data preprocessing in many ML application domains is to add randomness (e.g., randomly flipping or cropping images) to train more robust and generalizable models [12, 13], relaxing commutativity among transformations in such pipelines does not disrupt convergence or noticeably impact accuracy. As not all transformations can be arbitrarily reordered, user hints can help identify transformations whose absolute or relative order must be preserved when these constraints cannot be automatically detected. In §5.2, we describe our policy for ordering transformations to maximize throughput while supporting user hints.

4 Related Work

Alleviating ML input data stalls. Our work is complementary to approaches that mitigate ML data stalls with more efficient data formats [42, 78], cache source data [45, 68], cache preprocessed data [11, 22, 47, 53], improve storage throughput for ML access patterns [23, 37, 38, 68], or combine clever sampling with caching [9, 17, 39, 76]. Revamper [47] and data echoing [11] relax the requirement of identical results for the input pipeline by adding caching operators that increase throughput while reducing randomness. They show that transformation output caching can be sparingly applied without degrading model convergence and accuracy. Most similar to our work is FastFlow [66], which proposes leveraging local and remote workers for data preprocessing with a Smart Offloading policy that splits an input pipeline in one of three candidate locations. While FastFlow aims to minimize training time for a given fixed number of remote CPU nodes, we aim to minimize training time and total cost by minimizing the pool of remote workers needed while scaling local workers to eliminate data stalls. In §6.2, we show that our AutoPlacement approach achieves significantly lower training cost than FastFlow’s policy of splitting and offloading data preprocessing to throttle the volume of data preprocessed by local workers. Finally, other systems, such as DALI [56] and TrainBox [58], offload preprocessing to specialized hardware, such as GPUs or FPGAs. This is a viable approach for data transformations that map easily to custom hardware operators, however, converting user-defined functions is often tricky.

Transformation reordering. Databases statically reorder (as well as prune and transform) query plans to minimize query latency [6, 31, 35, 64]. Adaptive query processing leverages query runtime signals and statistics to generate adaptive query plans with greater performance than statically generated plans [15, 21, 26]. Work in stream processing has focused on similar challenges of reordering transformations, often-times providing theoretical guarantees for the correctness of the transformed pipeline [27, 28, 49]. Such work does not capitalize on the unique characteristics of ML preprocessing, which allow relaxing commutativity constraints in (parts of) pipelines that randomly permute input data [44].

5 Pecan Design and Implementation

We propose Pecan, an open-source data preprocessing service built on top of tf.data service [5] and Cachew [22]. Pecan introduces two policies, AutoPlacement (§5.1) and AutoOrder (§5.2), to maximize preprocessing throughput and minimize ML training costs. Pecan’s policies are platform-
agnostic. We choose to implement them on top of tf.data service as the framework is widely used by ML practitioners and it provides high-performance mechanisms for local and remote data preprocessing. We also build on Cachew’s autoscaling policy for tf.data service, which dynamically scales out remote data workers. Pecan’s AutoPlacement policy consists of ~1400 lines of code in the core C++ layer of tf.data while the AutoOrder policy consists of ~1600 lines of code, predominantly in the Python layer.

**System architecture.** Figure 4 shows Pecan’s system architecture. The practitioner uses the tf.data-based Python API to define their input pipeline logic and submit their pipeline to Pecan’s ML Job Orchestrator. The Orchestrator analyzes the user’s input pipeline and applies Pecan’s AutoOrder policy to optimize the order of transformations for higher throughput. The Orchestrator then launches the user-specified number of training clients for the job with the appropriate hardware accelerator types (e.g., GPU or TPU) and registers the reordered input data pipeline with the Pecan dispatcher.

The dispatcher is an essential part of Pecan enabling multi-tenancy and moving policy execution and cluster management off the critical path of preprocessing. The dispatcher manages data preprocessing workers and implements Pecan’s AutoPlacement policy, which decides how many data workers to use and on which nodes to schedule them. The dispatcher sends each worker a copy of the (re-ordered) input pipeline graph. Workers request dataset splits (i.e., locations of input dataset partitions) from the dispatcher, read the source data from storage, and preprocess it by applying input pipeline transformations. Pecan can dynamically add or remove workers as the dispatcher assigns dataset splits to workers. The dispatcher informs each training client of the IP addresses of remote CPU workers, allowing clients to fetch preprocessed data over the network via gRPC. Training clients also poll a local buffer to receive preprocessed data from local workers, which run within the same TensorFlow process and pass data via regular method calls instead of gRPC.

**User API.** Pecan builds on the easy-to-use API of tf.data service [19, 54]. Listing 1 shows an example pipeline that reads a source dataset (line 2) and applies a series of user-defined functions in a `map` transformation (lines 3-5). The pipeline groups its `Dataset` object into batches (line 6) and registers the pipeline for execution in Pecan via the `distribute` call (line 7). Finally, the code iterates over each batch and supplies it to the training logic (lines 8-9).

The `keep_position` parameter is the only extension Pecan adds to the tf.data API. This flag is used to accept user hints for the AutoOrder policy, for transformations with strict ordering requirements. Pecan treats transformations with the `keep_position` flag set to `True` as barriers; the transformation maintains its position in the input pipeline and no transformations are moved across it.

5.1 AutoPlacement Policy

While each training job executes, Pecan’s AutoPlacement policy scales and places data preprocessing workers across ML accelerator hosts (whose CPU and DRAM are a sunk cost) and an elastic pool of remote CPU servers (which cost extra but can speed up training by alleviating data stalls). To minimize cost, the policy aims to eliminate data stalls with the minimum number of remote servers. As highlighted in §3.1, this also requires carefully tuning the number of local workers. With too few, accelerator host resources are underutilized, whereas, with too many local workers, we observe contention for CPU cycles and memory bandwidth on accelerator hosts, which also receive data over the network from remote workers and need to load data to accelerators.

Algorithm 1 summarizes the AutoPlacement policy. The policy starts by addressing the primary objective: eliminating input data stalls. Like Cachew, we leverage the iterative nature of ML training jobs and monitor the *batch processing time* (bpt) metric for each training iteration. Gathering the bpt metric has negligible overhead, as it exploits tf.data’s existing metric gathering logic. In lines 1-2, we apply Cachew’s autoscaling policy, gradually adding remote workers until the bpt plateaus. When bpt stops decreasing with additional remote workers, training throughput is bound by model training rather
The AutoPlacement algorithm takes two parameters: a threshold parameter $T$ (for $bpt$ measurement comparison) and a window size of $\mathcal{X}$ batches (for $bpt$ measurement averaging). We conduct a sensitivity study for these parameters in §6.4. We use $T = 0.03$ as it provides a good compromise between efficient scaling and noise mitigation, as also observed in other works [22, 66]. We set $\mathcal{X} = 500$ as it minimizes measurement noise and allows for low autoscaling convergence times relative to the total job time.

**Fast worker removal.** Pecan can leverage relaxed data visitation guarantees during downscaling phases to remove workers immediately, without waiting for them to finish processing their assigned data shards. Production ML workloads typically allow for relaxed data visitation as there is abundant data to train on and training is hence robust against dropped batches [5]. The user can choose to enable this feature in Pecan to speed up AutoPlacement policy convergence.

**Multi-client setup.** Pecan accommodates multi-client distributed training scenarios. The dispatcher averages clients’ $bpt$ measurements for the AutoPlacement policy. Pecan deploys local workers on clients in a round-robin fashion to avoid overprovisioning particular nodes, as this could halt the policy prematurely. We assume homogeneous hardware across clients, as this is standard practice. For heterogeneous hardware, local workers can be deployed on the workers with the highest ratio between CPU power and the number of already deployed workers.

**Analytical approach.** We considered using a purely analytical approach to derive the optimal number of remote and local workers. However, this requires modeling how local data preprocessing tasks and network processing tasks for remotely processed data batches compete for CPU and memory resources on ML accelerator nodes, which is non-trivial. In addition, training clients and remote workers can each run on heterogeneous nodes, which introduces additional complexity for purely analytical solutions. We found it more accurate to add and remove workers on the fly and rely on runtime metrics to determine the right data worker scale and placement for a particular ML workload and hardware deployment. However, in ongoing work, we are exploring an analytical approach for determining an initial number of remote workers, which can be combined with our current policy to fine-tune the final number of remote and local workers. The analytical component could use a simple linear model: $n_w = \mathbb{E}[t_{\text{model}}]/\mathbb{E}[t_{\text{worker}}]$, where $t$ denotes throughput. $\mathbb{E}[t_{\text{model}}]$ is measured by testing model performance on immediately available data, and $\mathbb{E}[t_{\text{worker}}]$ is measured by testing preprocessing performance on a data subset. We expect this approach to accelerate policy convergence by starting with more than one worker.
5.2 AutoOrder Policy

The AutoOrder policy statically reorders transformations to increase per-worker preprocessing throughput. We refer to input pipeline transformations as inflationary if they increase data volume, such as image padding and one-hot encoding. We refer to transformations as deflationary if they decrease data volume, such as sampling, filtering, or cropping images. Transformations such as resizing an image to a particular size or casting an input to a different type can be inflationary or deflationary, depending on the input size or type. The AutoOrder policy opportunistically moves deflationary transformations upstream and inflationary transformations downstream, while respecting ordering constraints specified by users with the keep_position flag. The intuition for this reordering policy is to start by reducing the volume of data as much as possible, such that most transformations compute on smaller data elements and consume fewer CPU cycles. At the end of the pipeline, inflationary transformations can finally be applied.

Respecting ordering constraints. To optimize an input pipeline while respecting user-specified ordering constraints, Pecan’s ML job orchestrator divides the pipeline into sections at each transformation with the keep_position flag set. These transformations act as barriers, allowing reordering only within sections but not across keep_position transformations. Pecan also preserves the original positions of two other types of transformations: (1) transformations that convert between numeric and non-numeric types (e.g., decoding an image), and (2) transformations that change the rank of the data (i.e., the number of data dimensions). Moving rank-changing transformations risks breaking dependencies. We did not observe any helpful reorderings of rank-changing transformations in practice. AutoOrder is expected to benefit preprocessing logic with loose dependency constraints, commonly found in audio-visual and multi-modal tasks. Conversely, pure text-based models typically have strict preprocessing constraints and may not significantly benefit from AutoOrder. Such models, however, are rarely input-bound.

Algorithm. Algorithm 2 summarizes the AutoOrder policy. The policy receives the ordered list of sections of the original input pipeline (Sections) and a list of fixed transformations (FixedOps). The algorithm iterates through each section (line 2) and keeps track of a prefix and suffix list (line 3). For each transformation in a section (line 5), if a transformation is deflationary, it is added to the beginning of the prefix list (lines 6-8). If the transformation is inflationary, it is added to the suffix list (lines 11-13). Otherwise (i.e., inflation factor is 1), the transformation is appended to the prefix list (lines 8-9). We create a new section by concatenating the prefix and suffix lists (line 15). We append the new section to a list of reordered sections (line 16) and later insert them between the fixed-position transformations to generate the reordered input pipeline (line 17). The overall time complexity is $O(n)$, where $n$ is the number of transformations in the input pipeline. AutoOrder runs once before training and after the first epoch to validate inflation factors based on a full dataset pass.

Calculating inflation factors. To determine whether a transformation is inflationary or deflationary, Pecan uses static information captured by TensorFlow, namely the data types, rank, and the size of each dimension. The inflation factor $I_t$ of a transformation $t$ is computed as $I_t = (c_{out} \cdot d_{out} \cdot \prod_{s_{out} \in S_{out}} s_{out}) / (c_{in} \cdot d_{in} \cdot \prod_{s_{in} \in S_{in}} s_{in})$. Here, $d_{in}$ and $d_{out}$ represent the number of bits per atomic input and output element respectively (e.g., tf.float16 is 16), and $S_{in}$ and $S_{out}$ are lists containing the size of each input and output data dimension respectively. Some transformations (e.g., batch, filter) may have a different number of input and output elements. To account for this, we condition $I_t$ on $c_{out}$ and $c_{in}$, i.e. the number of atomic output and input instances in $t$.

TensorFlow’s statically inferred metadata suffices to calculate inflation factors for most transformations. For datasets with variable shape elements (e.g., ImageNet [14]) and relative sizing transformations like halving image resolutions, $S_{in}$ and $S_{out}$ are not statically known. For such scenarios, Pecan’s ML job orchestrator (which implements the AutoOrder policy) executes the data pipeline for a small subset of the input dataset (e.g., 300 elements) to empirically estimate $S_{in}$ and $S_{out}$. The orchestrator profiles input pipeline execution locally without involving model training. This approach is fast and does not impact model accuracy.

---

Algorithm 2: AutoOrder(Sections, FixedOps)

1. reorderedSections ← EmptyList();
2. for section ∈ Sections do
   3.   prefix ← EmptyList(); suffix ← EmptyList();
   4.   for transformation ∈ section do
   5.     if transformation.InflationFactor() ≤ 1 then
   6.       if transformation.InflationFactor() < 1 then
   7.         prefix.Prepend(transformation);
   8.       else
   9.         prefix.Append(transformation);
  10.     end
  11.   end
  12.   else
  13.     suffix.Append(transformation);
  14.   end
  15. reordered ← CreateSection(prefix, suffix);
  16. reorderedSections.Append(reordered);
17. return Interleave(reorderedSections, FixedOps);
### 6 Evaluation

We evaluate Pecan to answer the following questions:

- How much does AutoPlacement decrease the cost of data preprocessing and end-to-end model training?
- How much does AutoOrder decrease the cost of data preprocessing and end-to-end model training?
- What is the impact of AutoOrder on model accuracy?
- How do AutoPlacement and AutoOrder work together to improve end-to-end model training costs?

#### 6.1 Methodology

**Setup.** We run our experiments on Google Cloud Platform (GCP) using TPUv2-8 and TPUv3-8 VMs, which come with 96 CPU cores and 335 GB of DRAM. We choose these accelerators as we received cloud credits for these VMs from Google’s TPU Research Cloud [20]. We use n2-standard-8 GCP VMs for Pecan’s dispatcher and remote CPU servers (8 CPU cores, 32 GB DRAM each). We schedule one remote worker per n2-standard-8 VM yielding a 1:1 mapping between remote workers and remote CPU servers. We deploy and orchestrate VMs with Kubernetes. The TPU training node runs the training client and the ML job orchestrator for a training job. The network bandwidth between our GCP resources is at least 16 Gb/s. We store and read our datasets from Google Cloud Storage buckets. We enable tf.data autotuning in all experiments, as is customary to maximize software parallelism. We do not set keep_position=True in any of our pipelines. Unless specified otherwise, results are averaged across five runs, and we do not use the fast worker removal feature.

**Workloads.** We evaluate Pecan on four popular ML models and their input pipelines: ResNet50 [25], SimCLR [7], RetinaNet [50], and ASRTrans [16, 67]. We use the open-source TF Model Garden implementations of ResNet and RetinaNet [29], the Google Research implementation of SimCLR [8], and the keras-jo implementation of ASRTrans [55] using both the model and its data preprocessing logic. For ResNet50, we also include rotation and shearing transformations in the input pipeline, as used in prior works, such as RandAugment [13] and AutoAugment [12]. For ASRTrans we include Spec augmentation, reverberation, and speed and pitch perturbation, commonly used in works such as SpecAugment [57] and variants of DeepSpeech [24]. Table 1 shows the transformations in each input pipeline. For each pipeline, we spread user-defined preprocessing logic across a sequence of transformations, each parameterized with an individual user-defined function (e.g., image cropping), to enable the AutoOrder policy to reorder transformations at fine granularity. We train the ResNet50 and SimCLR models on ImageNet [14]. We train the RetinaNet model on MS-COCO [51] and the ASRTrans model on the LJ-Speech dataset [33]. To show the benefits of our policies across a variety of hardware, we run experiments on TPUv2-8 and TPUv3-8. We evaluate ResNet50, SimCLR, and RetinaNet on TPUv2-8. We use TPUv3-8 for experiments on ASRTrans, and re-evaluate ResNet50, to provide a reference point for how collocated training, our policies, and related work perform across accelerators.

**Metrics.** We measure per-epoch training throughput and cost. We break down the total cost to show the portion attributed to ML accelerator VMs and remote data worker VMs. The TPU VM portion of the cost also serves as an indicator of end-to-end training time as we only lease ML accelerators for as long as the training job lasts and we do not scale training nodes up or down during experiments. Hence, higher TPU costs imply longer training time (e.g., due to input bottlenecks). We use the costs of Google Cloud resources in the europe-west4-a zone in April 2023 [18]. A TPUv2-8 VM costs 4.96$/hr and TPUv3-8 VM costs 8.8$/hr. The n2-standard-8 VM (used for remote CPU workers) costs 0.42$/hr. Workers and clients are deployed in the same region. The epoch cost is $C = t_{epoch} \cdot (c_a \cdot n_a + c_w \cdot n_w)$ where $t_{epoch}$ is the epoch execution time, $c_a$ and $c_w$ are the cost per unit time of a training node and remote worker node, respectively, and $n_a$ and $n_w$ represent the current number of training nodes and remote worker nodes, respectively. We report costs for the configuration of workers that Pecan’s policies converge to. In-region data transfers are not charged in GCP, however, we also quantify the volume of data transferred over the network for data preprocessing with Pecan compared to other systems.

**Baselines.** We compare Pecan to remote data preprocessing with CacheW [22], local data preprocessing with tf.data [54], and hybrid data preprocessing with FastFlow’s Smart Offloading policy [66]. The tf.data baseline shows the performance of local data preprocessing mechanisms, which the other systems in our evaluation build on. CacheW is a state-of-the-art service built on top of tf.data service that autoscales remote workers to maximize ML training throughput. FastFlow spreads

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Input Pipeline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ResNet50</td>
<td>Decode → Crop → Flip → Rotate → Shear → Resize → Mean Subtract → Cast(image(fp16)) + One hot encode label → Batch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SimCLR</td>
<td>Duplicate + Cast(fp32) → Crop + Resize → Flip → Jitter → Blur → Clip → To grayscale → Resize → Reshape → Batch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RetinaNet</td>
<td>Decode → Cast(fp32) + Normalize → Flip → LabelExtract (denormalize boxes, assign anchors, label anchors) → Cast(bf16) → Batch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASRTrans</td>
<td>Decode → AddText → Vectorize → Fourier Transform → Pad → SpecAugment → SpeedPerturb → PitchPerturb → Reverb → Batch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Preprocessing logic in evaluation models. We use “+” between user-defined operators for which TensorFlow offers a high-performance fused implementation (we keep these transformations within the same map). Deflationary transformations are green, inflationary transformations are orange, and immovable transformations as described in §5.2 are blue.
data preprocessing across local tf.data service workers and a user-specified fixed number of remote workers. For FastFlow, we use a 14:1 ratio of CPU cores to accelerator cores, as originally proposed by the authors [66]. Hence we provision 112 CPU cores per 8-core TPUv2-8 accelerator. 96 CPU cores are local on the TPU VM and for the other 16, we use two n2-standard-8 VMs as remote workers. We use two local workers for the FastFlow baseline, as specified in the FastFlow GitHub repository [65]. We do not include a direct comparison to Meta’s Data PreProcessing (DPP) system [78] as it is closed source and not available to us. Based on the system description, which depicts offloading data preprocessing entirely to remote workers, we expect DPP’s end-to-end performance and cost to be similar to the Cachew baseline.

### 6.2 AutoPlacement Evaluation

Figure 6 compares the total training cost per epoch with different data preprocessing systems. The blue bars show epoch costs when using tf.data to preprocess data locally on TPU host resources. Data preprocessing saturates local TPU host CPU and DRAM resources for the ResNet50_v2-8, SimCLR, ASRTrans, and ResNet50_v3-8 workloads, causing input data stalls, prolonging training time, and incurring high costs.

Cachew, FastFlow, and Pecan achieve lower costs by alleviating input data bottlenecks with remote workers. Cachew fully alleviates input data stalls, but does so by relying, on average, on 19 remote data workers for ResNet50_v2-8, 12 for SimCLR_v2-8, 2.6 for RetinaNet_v3, 4 for ASRTrans_v2, and 30 for ResNet50_v3-8_v3-8. Compared to Cachew, Pecan’s AutoPlacement policy reduces training costs by 44% for ResNet50_v2-8, by alleviating data stalls with 74% less remote workers (5 vs. 19). AutoPlacement reduces SimCLR training epoch cost by 33% compared to Cachew, alleviating input data stalls with 58% less remote resources (5 vs. 12). For ASRTrans_v2, we observe a 14% cost reduction, fully removing the 4 remote workers by deploying several local workers to capture all available client resources. For ResNet50_v3-8 we obtain a 14% total cost reduction with 9% fewer remote workers (27.2 vs. 30). We observe a 5.2% improvement in training time for SimCLR_v2 and 8% for ResNet50_v3-8_v3-8. For SimCLR_v2_v2-8, Cachew’s autoscaling struggles with probabilistic transformations. For ResNet50_v3-8_v3-8, Cachew cannot fully eliminate the input bottleneck. RetinaNet_v3’s less compute-intensive pipeline allows TPU VMs to handle local data preprocessing without stalling. Pecan’s AutoPlacement correctly determines that local-only preprocessing is optimal for RetinaNet_v3, reducing training costs by 17% compared to Cachew (0.2 vs. 2.6 remote workers). Overall, AutoPlacement yields 69% preprocessing cost savings and 24% total cost savings compared to Cachew.

Compared to FastFlow, AutoPlacement reduces training costs by 76%, 23%, 27%, 19%, and 72% for ResNet50_v2-8, SimCLR_v2-8, RetinaNet_v3, ASRTrans_v3, and ResNet50_v3-8_v3-8, respectively. FastFlow’s fixed remote worker configuration does not fully alleviate stalls, resulting in job times that are $5.1 \times 1.6$, $1.2 \times 1.1$, and $7.4 \times$ higher than with AutoPlacement.

Table 2 shows the network data transfer savings achieved by AutoPlacement. By distributing preprocessing across local and remote nodes, AutoPlacement reduces the total data volume sent by remote workers to training clients by 63% compared to fully disaggregated data processing with Cachew.

### 6.3 AutoOrder Evaluation

We apply the AutoOrder policy on each input data pipeline in Table 1. In the ResNet50 pipeline, AutoOrder moves the image Resize transformation in front of all other data augmentations (flip, rotate, shear). In SimCLR, AutoOrder moves the To Grayscale transformation in front of all the other augmentations (flip, jitter, blur, and value clamping). In RetinaNet, AutoOrder moves the Cast+Normalize transformation downstream immediately after the random flip transformation, while in ASRTrans, it moves the Pad transformation after all the augmentations (SpecAugment, SpeedPerturb, PitchPerturb, Reverb). We measure the training throughput and cost benefits of the AutoOrder policy and validate that transformation reordering does not reduce model quality for our workloads.

**Impact on Training Throughput and Cost.** We apply the AutoOrder policy in a disaggregated data preprocessing setup, using Cachew’s autoscaling policy to determine the number of remote workers. Figure 5 shows the epoch cost benefits compared to executing the original pipeline with Cachew. The AutoOrder policy reduces epoch cost by 24% and remote worker costs by 37% for ResNet50_v2-8. For SimCLR, Auto-
We evaluate Pecan’s AutoPlacement and AutoOrder policies together to understand their combined benefit.

**Impact on Training Time and Cost.** Figure 6 shows how Pecan minimizes training cost across workloads. For ResNet50_v2-8, Pecan successfully eliminates the input bottleneck, reducing epoch time by 88% compared to collocated data preprocessing (from 3302 seconds to 395 seconds). Pecan achieves the optimized epoch time at 60% lower cost than Cachew and reduces preprocessing costs by 95%. For SimCLR, Pecan reduces training time by 66% compared to collocated data preprocessing and cost by 44% compared to Cachew. Pecan barely requires remote workers to alleviate data stalls during SimCLR training, thanks to the AutoOrder policy’s input pipeline optimizations. SimCLR experiences a slight (5%) increase in training time due to the AutoPlacement policy’s cost-based removal of remote workers. For RetinaNet, Pecan correctly identifies that disaggregated data preprocessing is not needed due to abundant local resources on the TPU VM. Pecan hence relies only on local workers and achieves the same optimal performance and cost as collocated data preprocessing. For ASRTrans, Pecan reduces training time by 37% relative to a collocated deployment and entirely removes the need for preprocessing workers, compared to Cachew. Unlike RetinaNet, ASRTrans is not naturally model-bound and requires the AutoPlacement policy to deploy several local workers to eliminate the input bottleneck. For ResNet50_v3-8, Pecan produces a 14× epoch time speedup compared to a collocated deployment. Relative to Cachew, there is a 7.7% epoch time improvement (as Cachew cannot entirely remove the input bottleneck) and 48% fewer preprocessing resources. Overall, Pecan significantly reduces the number of remote workers compared to Cachew: from 19 to 1 for ResNet50_v2-8, 12 to 1 for SimCLR, 2.6 to 0 for RetinaNet, 3.8 to 0 for ASRTrans, and 30 to 17 for ResNet50_v3-8. The last column in Table 2 also shows Pecan’s data transfers between workers and clients relative to Cachew. Pecan reduces network traffic by 93%, 73%, and 39% for ResNet50_v2-8, SimCLR, and ResNet50_v3-8 respectively. For RetinaNet and ASRTrans, Pecan eliminates network traffic between data workers and training clients as it does not rely on remote workers to alleviate data preprocessing stalls. Pecan converges to 9, 5.4, 3.4, 7.4, and 9 local workers on average for ResNet50_v2-8, SimCLR, RetinaNet, ASRTrans, and ResNet50_v3-8.

**Policy Execution Timeline.** Figure 7 shows how Pecan’s policies work together over time during the first 18k steps of ResNet50_v2-8 training. For this trace, we use the fast worker removal feature. Before model training begins, Pecan’s ML job orchestrator runs a few trial batches of the input pipeline...
to collect transformation inflation factors for the AutoOrder policy. The orchestrator then applies the reordering recommended by the AutoOrder policy, producing a new input data pipeline graph which it registers with the Pecan dispatcher. Next, the ML training job starts to execute and Pecan monitors batch times (bpt) to apply its AutoPlacement policy. The first stage of the policy scales out remote workers to eliminate data stalls. For the ResNet50_v2-8 example, this converges to 12 remote workers around the $7k^{th}$ minibatch, after the superfluous $13^{th}$ remote worker is successfully removed. Next, the AutoPlacement policy begins adding local workers until it notices a performance degradation in the bpt metric, converging to 5 local workers around the $10k^{th}$ step. Any additional local workers would introduce resource contention on the client nodes, slowing down training. The algorithm resumes, next removing remote workers, thus applying more pressure on the local and remaining remote workers, and finding the ideal trade-off point between the new local and existing remote workers. At the $12.5k^{th}$ step, the iteration converges to 8 remote workers. The algorithm executes a second and final iteration, first adding local workers, then removing remote workers, converging around the $18k^{th}$ step with 8 local workers and 0 remote workers. The trace shows the complex, non-linear trade-offs between local and remote workers, first trading off 4 remote workers for 5 local workers, and later 8 remote workers for 3 local workers.

**Policy Convergence Time.** Pecan’s AutoOrder policy requires executing a small number of minibatches to collect inflation factor statistics, which takes 5s, 10s, 4s, and 36s for ResNet50, SimCLR, RetinaNet, and ASRTrans respectively. In our experiments with ResNet50, SimCLR, and RetinaNet, the AutoPlacement policy converges within the first five training epochs, which is negligible compared to the numerous epochs that are typically used to train such models [7, 25]. In Figure 7 Pecan reaches an optimal training time at approximately 6k steps (2% of total job time) when the remote workers initially converge. We also notice that Pecan’s AutoOrder policy speeds up the remote worker autoscaling convergence time compared to Cachew. By increasing per-worker pre-processing throughput, AutoOrder decreases the number of required remote workers and hence reduces the time needed to alleviate input data stalls by 47%, 15%, 5%, 28%, and 32% compared to Cachew for the ResNet50_v2-8, SimCLR, RetinaNet, ASRTrans, and ResNet50_v3-8 workloads.

**Sensitivity Study.** Table 4 shows the impact of changing parameters $\chi$ (batch sampling window) and $T$ (scaling threshold) (§5.1) on the cost per epoch, and the AutoPlacement policy’s convergence cost for ResNet50_v2-8. Greater values for $\chi$ mean lower noise levels in bpt measurements, reducing the risk of falsely converging to suboptimal deployments due to noise, and thus allowing for the more desirable, lower values of $T$. This improves the quality of AutoPlacement decisions, leading to low epoch costs. The trade-off is greater policy convergence times and costs. Lower values for $\chi$ mean smaller sampling periods, which lead to noise in the bpt measurements, generally requiring greater values for $T$ to ensure scaling only happens when significant benefits are noticed in the measurements. The advantage is low convergence times and costs but can lead to suboptimal AutoPlacement decisions that increase epoch costs. We choose the sweet spot, $\chi = 500$, and $T = 0.03$, which yields 1 remote and 9 local workers with an epoch cost of $0.59$ and a convergence cost of $3.34$. In all the tested deployments Pecan removes data stalls.

**Optimality.** We confirmed that the policy decisions are throughput-optimal, as all models in our evaluation are no longer input-bound when using Pecan. Ensuring cost optimality is more challenging, as it depends on runtime conditions such as network performance and tail latency.

![Figure 7: Pecan’s workflow for the first few epochs of ResNet50_v2-8 training. Pecan first applies the AutoOrder policy, followed by the AutoPlacement policy, which autoscales remote workers, adds local workers, then removes unneeded remote workers.](image-url)
7 Discussion

Our work on optimizing data preprocessing to minimize the cost of ML training opens up several future directions.

LLMs and multimodal workloads. Pecan targets domains with high preprocessing demands (e.g., audio-visual), where input bottlenecks can occur, and optimizing the number of local and remote workers is challenging. In contrast, text-based NLP models like LLMs are typically not input-bound due to lightweight online preprocessing or due to delegating most preprocessing to the offline stage. Local preprocessing on training nodes is usually sufficient in such cases, as confirmed by our experiments. However, an important future challenge for efficient ML preprocessing lies in multimodal workloads [30, 61]. In such settings, preprocessing remains critical for job performance, as data from various domains will have distinct preprocessing needs and will be used by models with diverse compute requirements. We anticipate significant benefits for multimodal jobs from systems like Pecan, that mitigate input bottlenecks.

Cross-region ML. Optimizing the placement of data preprocessing workers is especially useful when ML models need to be trained on input data that resides in a different geographical region. Cross-region scenarios often arise in practice [34, 74]. Copying data to the ML training job region might be restricted by data ownership or legal constraints. Scheduling ML training in the source data region may be limited by ML accelerator availability or per-region cloud quotas. Our initial experiments in cross-region settings show that expensive cross-region data transfers account for most of the training job cost (>90% for ResNet50_v2-8 on ImageNet). In cross-region deployments, AutoPlacement involves distributing workers across local training node resources, placing "close-remote" workers in the ML accelerator region, and "far-remote" workers in the dataset storage region.

Pipeline splitting. An additional way of splitting data preprocessing across local and remote resources is to split the input pipeline, such that specific transformations execute only locally and others only remotely. For example, FastFlow [66] selects among three generic split locations in a pipeline. As future work, we plan to explore how the AutoOrder and AutoPlacement policies can be co-designed with an input pipeline splitting policy to optimize which transformations should execute on remote versus local resources. For example, the AutoOrder policy can optimize for a split location that minimizes the amount of data sent over the network. This can further minimize costs when combined with AutoPlacement.

Reordering opportunities. Integrating AutoOrder into a compiler can enhance synergy with other optimizations and compilation phases. Several ML data preprocessing systems, including Cachew [22], Revamper [47], and Plumber [43], automatically cache data transformation outputs to save compute power and improve throughput. The challenge with caching outputs from prior epochs is that it makes the input pipeline deterministic, potentially affecting model quality for pipelines relying on data randomness. Pecan’s AutoOrder policy can place deterministic, compute-intensive transformations earlier in the input pipeline to maximize caching opportunities. Orthogonal to caching AutoOrder can be designed to reorder pipelines to synergize with existing static graph optimization passes, including fusing contiguous map, filter, and batch, to reduce data movement and increase throughput [54, 77].

AutoOrder model quality analysis. We empirically showed that data transformation reordering with relaxed commutativity increases preprocessing throughput while maintaining high model quality for image recognition, object detection, and speech recognition (§6.3). A common characteristic of our tested input pipelines is the use of random transformations to improve model generalization [12, 13]. However, a broader study is needed to understand the general impact of data transformation reordering. A theoretical framework to compare preprocessed data distributions of original and AutoOrder pipelines and their impact on model quality, akin to Agarwal et al.’s for convergence guarantees in the context of cached preprocessed data [3], would be valuable.

8 Conclusion

We propose Pecan, a system that introduces the AutoPlacement and AutoOrder policies to alleviate input data preprocessing bottlenecks during ML training while minimizing cost. AutoPlacement leverages the flexibility of disaggregated data preprocessing to schedule data workers across both host training node resources and the bare minimum number of remote CPU servers, leading on average to 68% lower preprocessing costs compared to fully remote data preprocessing. Pecan’s AutoOrder policy further reduces costs by reordering data transformations to increase per-worker throughput. Together, Pecan’s AutoPlacement and AutoOrder policies can reduce data preprocessing costs by 87% on average and total training costs by up to 60% compared to Cachew. Compared to collocated deployments, Pecan reduces total training cost by 55% on average using only 14% of the remote workers required by Cachew.

Availability

Pecan is available at https://github.com/eth-easl/cachew/tree/pecan.
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A Artifact Appendix

Abstract

The artifact consists of the source code of Pecan, the Pecan client binaries, as well as scripts for building wheel files and Docker images. We also provide reference scripts for deploying GCE VMs for evaluation and for running some representative experiments. For concrete instructions on how to set up and run experiments, please see the pecan-experiments repository.

Scope

The artifact evaluation (AE) focuses on reproducing key experiments and their respective results, demonstrating how the main contributions of Pecan work. To this extent, the AE focuses on reproducing and exemplifying the combined benefits of the AutoPlacement and AutoOrder policies on a job’s performance. We focus on reproducing this for the ResNet and RetinaNet models on TPUv2-8 VMs. Overall, the AE would produce a part of Figure 6: the collocated (blue), Cachew (orange), and Pecan (brown) bars for the ResNet and RetinaNet on TPUv2-8 VMs. This should prove the reproducibility of our work.

Contents

The artifact with the components listed below is available at https://github.com/eth-easl/pecan-experiments.

- System to deploy: Pecan service (dispatcher, input data workers, remote cache cluster)
- Algorithms to evaluate: Pecan’s AutoPlacement and AutoOrder policies
- Workloads to run:
  - Figure 6’s ResNet TPUv2-8 group: ResNet50 model and its open-source canonical input pipeline for the collocated – blue bar –, Cachew – orange bar –, and Pecan (AutoPlacement and AutoOrder) – brown bar –
  - Figure 6’s RetinaNet TPUv2-8 group: RetinaNet model and its open-source canonical input pipeline for the collocated – blue bar –, Cachew – orange bar –, and Pecan (AutoPlacement and AutoOrder) – brown bar –
- Binary: Pecan Docker image for workers and dispatcher, Pecan wheel file for client
- Models: ResNet50 and RetinaNet and their canonical input pipelines
- Datasets: ImageNet 2012 and MS COCO (stored in Google Cloud Storage buckets)
- Output: Text-based logs and plots to compare with figures in the paper and reference results provided in our repository.

Hosting

Our artifacts are all publicly available:

- Code: https://github.com/eth-easl/cachew/tree/pecan (branch pecan)
- Artifact evaluation scripts: https://github.com/eth-easl/pecan-experiments (branch main)
- Pecan TPU-compatible binary: gs://easl-atc24-ae-files/tensorflow-2.8.0-cp38-cp38-linux_x86_64.whl
- Zenodo DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.11477795

Requirements

Hardware dependencies: The experiments require a cluster of x86 CPU servers with hardware virtualization support. We recommend (and our scripts assume that you are) conducting experiments on GCP. Client nodes are assumed to be TPUv2-8 VMs. Worker nodes are assumed to be n2-standard-8 VMs.

Software dependencies: Our scripts use the gcloud CLI tool. This tool is a prerequisite for setting up VMs and running experiments. Please follow this tutorial to install it. We also suggest to use PyEnv to install and manage multiple Python versions and virtual environments. Our scripts should set up the correct experiment environment on the client VMs (i.e. the trainer nodes) from where experiments will be executed.